LONGSCORE GAMEFARM

PORTFOLIO
MR. CELSO EVANGELISTA

BUSINESSMAN, SPORTMAN & BREEDER. HE IS THE PROUD OWNER OF LONGSCORE GAMEFARM.
Celso with his trusted FARM PERSONNEL

ANDY ABELA is Longscore’s FARM MANAGER & BREEDER. He oversees the overall operations of the farm and is in-charge of the breeding operation.

ORLY SALARDA is the farm’s CHIEF TRAINING COORDINATOR. He supervises in the SELECTION, TRAINING and HANDLING of potential DERBY candidates. He has more or less of 40 years experience in GAMECOCK CONDITIONING.
Mr. Evangelista on sparring some broodmaterials

Regular EXCERCISING of BROODCOCKS is a MUST for them to maintain their VITALITY
The LONGSCORE Trademark

When you say LONGSCORE it’s synonymous to QUALITY and COMMITMENT
Longscore search for PIT EXCELLENCE

Several times a year Mr. Evangelista goes to the United States to acquire the BEST winning BLOODLINES from real and old time BREEDERS

***Celso is holding an authentic McLean Hatch broodcock
Longscore loves his game chickens

TLC 365 days a year is given to the best and selected Longscore battle warriors

***Celso checking on this BLUE COCK from his very good friend Randy Hall of Blue Fever Farm
The BEST from the BEST

Celso seen here holding a magnificent Kelso Stag from Ty Kennedy, grandson of Jimmy East Sr.
Longscore
BLOODLINES

One of the farm’s latest bloodline acquisition PUCKETT GREY brood cock
Longscore
BLOODLINES
Newly acquired Tom Hargus Hatch
Longscore
BLOODLINES
An awesome rare to find J.C. Allen Sweater
Longscore
BLOODLINES
Imported White Legged Kelso from Jimmy East
Longscore
Gamecocks

A 28 month IMPORTED Jimmy East Hatch Grey
* Tremendous Power and Speed
Longscore
Gamecocks

An ‘imported’ BLUE COCK from BLUE FEVER FARM in Alvin Texas
Longscore *Special
BLOODLINES
Imported Asil White Kelso
LONGSCORE
GAMEFARM

The farm was born in December 13, 2005. It’s formal opening coincided with the 55th BIRTHDAY of Mr. Celso Evangelista
Fit and Proper

Imported HENS are primed and then SELECTED before they go into the BREEDING PENS
Bloodline: E.H. WORTHAM
PUMPKIN HULSEY from LARRY CARTER of California, USA
Longscore Dom

This pen is composed of Imported Jerry Laurence Dom male and females. Progeny will be tested this coming ‘stag season’
Health and Nutrition

Candidate hens are given the best feeds and supplements that will help them in producing the best quality eggs for hatching.
Amazing Beauty
A choice J.C. Allen SWEATER hen
Brood Trio

A breeding trio of Jimmy East Roundhead from Huntsville, Alabama
Tom Hargus Greys
Now being propagated at
Longscore Gamefarm
Day’s Harvest

After a long day eggs are collected, carefully marked and kept in the storage until the time they are due for incubation.
Next to Mother Nature

The FARM uses proven and tested INCUBATORS in producing HEALTHY baby chicks
Invest a LOT in Vaccines

The farm don’t take chances, it’s a must that every single produce takes the complete vaccination program
Artificial Brooding

Chicks are fed AD LIBITUM and regularly check
Ranging

Longscore produce are ranged properly according to age. Ample spaces to roam and fly around
Planning & scheduling the next DERBY

Once or twice a week TEAM LONGSCORE discusses future SHOW schedules
SPARRING

ALL candidate birds undergo weekly exercising
Mr. Longscore Spars

Mr. Evangelista don’t settle just watching his birds fight he also releases them once in a while during sparring
Enjoying the FIGHTS
Both protagonist collide in the air
Teasing & Snaring

The exercise awakens the fighting instinct of the game chickens
Longscore Ace
Battlecocks in Action

The two birds show their force as they meet in the air. The match is between Jimmy East Kelso Grey against Randy Hall’s Fever Blue cock.
East meets West
A SHOW between  Longscore
Jimmy East Hatch Kelso versus
Chris Nesmith Sweater Yellow
Legged Hatch
One of the BEST
Mr. Celso Evangelista holding his SUPER Ed Cavasos’ BUTCHER.
Impeccable timing and power.
Always at his BEST when sparred
Come and Get Me!!!

Tailing between Longscore Grey locally bred against imported Jimmy East Roundhead
Pitting with Orly

Mr. Evangelista releases against his head trainer conditioner
Angat Sarado

Both birds way up high in the air.
“Pantay tao mag BREAK”
Longscore
Gamefarm Top View
A view from the top area of the rest house
Longscore Windvain

When you are at Longscore you will see several of these imported ‘windvain’
Celso Evangelista
Longscore
Gamefarm

A BIRTHDAY GIFT from Col. Pahinado of New Bilibid Prison. The painting was made by one of his talented inmates.
Imported Bullcap

Mr. Evangelista’s passion is not only for game chickens but also for LOCAL and IMPORTED chicken apparels
Celso not only a COCKER but also a FARMER

A charcoal sketch picture from one of his friend as a GIFT
Imported Wares

An imported crystal and ceramics made after a chicken image
Longcore View

Top view fronting the main conditioning arena and flypens
Longscore View 3
A view of the cord area near the resthouse
Longscore View 4

The view fronting the driveway to the ‘main’ house
Longscore View 5
Another tethering area of the farm
Farm Tour 1

The guest rooms of the main rest house
Farm Tour 2

The receiving area at the 2nd floor of the rest house
Farm Tour 3

The bar for the special guests
Farm Tour 4

The Longscore GOLF CART always on a stand by for those who are not fit to roam the 17 hectare farm 😊
Farm Tour 5

The resting nipa hut for those who want to relax and while the time
Longscore
Gamefarm
The typical Longscore tag
Farm Facilities

The air conditioned keeping room
Farm Facilities
The MULTI-PURPOSE PEN. This is where game chickens are made to become FIT for battle.
Farm Facilities 5

The Longscore Main Building. The view that you will see upon entering the main gate.